The Indo-Anglian novelist seems to ask himself four questions: (1) For whom am I writing? (2) What should I write about? (3) 
Turn wheresoever one may, he sees a bountiful yield.
Though there is much need for weeding, there is much to occupy a serious critic's time.
Ancient India produced many great things but not a novel as we understand it today. Ti no bhadra rtava yantu viswatahlmay noble thoughts come to us from all sides--said our ancestors some four thousand years ago. Anyone who has some familiarity with Sanskrit, the ancient classical language of India, knows that while it has a large number of compound words (samasas) it does not have even one instance of a compound word formed with any word outside the language, including the languages of Indian origin. Such a compound word would be called an ari-samasa and was held to be a sin. The result of it was that the language gradually came to be petrified and At one point in Possession she writes:
The true Indian ascetic--and in my mind. I had no doubt the Swamy was one--is not a parish priest, a missionary, a revivalist, concerned with keeping tabs on a human being to plot his spiritual progress. His whole aim is to achieve detachment from the world:
and even if the Swamy could not completely master his heart, it seemed unlikely he would seek to continue an earthly attachment by letter-writing.13
In technique and structure, the Indian novel in English is no different from any other novel. In order not to lose the excellence of this medium a few writers in India took to writing in English, and produced a literature that was perhaps not first-class; often the writing seemed imitative, halting, inapt, or an awkward translation of a ernacular rhetoric, mode or idiom; but occasionally it was brilliant. We are still experimentalists.
I may straightaway explain what we do not attempt to do.
We are not attempting to write Anglo-Saxon English. The English language, through sheer resilience and mobility, is now undergoing a process of Ineianization in the same manner as it adopted the U. S. citizenship over a century ago. . . I cannot say whether this process of transmutation is to be viewed as an enrichment of the English language or a debasement of it.
All that I am able to confirm, after nearly thirty years of writing, is that it has served my purpose admirably, of conveying unambiguously the thoughts and acts of a set of personalities, who flourish in a small town located in a corner of South India.14 However, as early as the 1930's Raja Rao saw this problem.
In his preface to Kanthapura, he wrote:
The telling has not been easy.
One has to convey in a language that is not one's own the spirit that is one's own.
One has to convey the various shades and omissions of a certain thoughtmovement that looks maltreated in an alien language.
I use the word "alien," yet English is not really an alien language to us.
It is the language of our intellectual make-up--like Sanskrit or Persian was before--but not of our emotional make-up. . . . We cannot write like the English.
We should not. We cannot write only as Indians.
We have grown to look at the large world as part of us.
Our method of expression therefore has to be a dialect which will some day prove to be as distinctive and colorful as the Irish or the American. Time alone will justify it.
After language the next problem is that of style.
The tempo of Indian life must be infused into our English expression, even as the tempo of American or Irish life has gone into the making of theirs. 15 Anyone who cares to know how a writer can bend the flexible English language to suit the Indian rhythm of speaking needs only to read Raja Rao's Kanthapura.
Sometimes the effects might be hilarious as in some of the following passages but surely they also illustrate the search for a perfect medium of expression for the Indo-Anglian novel.
If rains come not, you fall at her feet and say "Kenchamma, goddess, you are not kind to us. Our fields are full of younglings and you have given us no water. Tell us, Kenchamma, why do you seek to make our stomachs burn?" (p. 2).
"0 sage," pronounced Brahma, "is it greater for you to ask or for me to say 'Yea'? Siva himself will forthwith go and incarnate himself on the earth. . . ." (p. 11).
But Bhatta goes on munching and belching, drinking water and then munching again.
"Rama-Rama. RamaRama."
One does not have an obsequial dinner every day.
And then, once the holy meal is over, there is the coconut and the two rupees, and if it is the That-house people it is five, and the Post-officehouse people two-eight.
That is the rule.
(p. 21).
In a short story entitled "Akkayya" we have another instance of a slightly different kind. The situation is one of domestic quarrel.
"You dirty whore, you dog-born, you donkey's wife, this is how you come when I call you! have been shouting for you for hours You dirty donkey-whore! Why don't you all let me die? Leave me, throw me into the well and drink a good /. hot seer of milk? You would, wouldn't you?"1°R aja Rao's Kanthapura as well as the story mentioned here is, in fact, Kannada fiction written in English.
For a thorough appreciation of these works, we need to know the rhythm and style of speaking in Kannada. All this, however, merely establishes how the Indian novelist is in search of a proper medium of expression suited to his purpose.
In sum, we may say that the Indian novel in
